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Gran loved clocks—clocks with chimes, clocks that dinged and donged on the hour and half-hour, a 

cuckoo clock, and even one with a cat on its face that gave a sickening meow every quarter hour. 

There were just so many clocks in her house in Charters Towers. But the most frustrating thing of 

all was that not one of these clocks kept the same time. As it has been pointed out at the Mad 

Hatter’s Tea Party, it was always 6 o’clock somewhere. 

In my Gran's home, time was never accurate but it could always be heard. I guess she never 

had to be anywhere at a set time. Her life was very fluid. Days merged into each other. Weekdays, 

weekends—they all had a sameness.  

This had been my life since early childhood: running around her acreage in shorts, t-shirts and 

thongs. Simplicity was her life lesson. Not that Gran's life wasn’t full and rich. But it wasn’t 

constrained by the work-a-day weeks that bind most of us. “Gran Time” we called it. For her, time 

was never uniform, singular or predictable. It was relative. To what, we never knew. 

The problems began with the Daylight Saving Fiasco in Queensland in 2027, when the 

government of the new Australian republic had established a national time grid. The old Queen 

hadn’t minded Australia going on its own. After the successful referendum in 2025, the tragic 

deaths of William and the Cambridge heirs in a yachting accident, and the abdication of Harry to 

pursue his Hollywood action film career, the creation of the Australian republic was the natural next 

step. 

The broadcasting of the upcoming 2030 World Cup games from different state capitals was 

taken as an excuse to abolish the time zones by the powerful Federal Sports Bureaucracy. 

Queenslanders, however, voted against falling-in-line with the other eastern states. The people of 

Queensland wanted nothing to do with the new “Canberra Time”. So the federal government 

intervened to force time consistency.  
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In hindsight, it was absurd how Queensland police enforced Federal Legislation by inspecting 

clocks in government buildings to check for time compliance. as well as maintaining surveillance 

on those who challenged the new time laws. But absurdity and impossibilities stand side-by-side in 

a world where live piranhas in glass handbags are the celebrity fashion accessory of choice. 

Christmas Day 2028 was a sweltering 42°C in her little miner’s cottage in Charlotte Street. 

Even with the AC turned up full, there were cousins and other assorted relatives lying around, 

panting like dogs after a day working the cattle. Yet Gran did not have that slick, sweaty gaze that 

implied I’m about to lose control of my molecular cohesion and simply melt like wax. She had a 

radiance, a glow that seemed to come from within, a glow that peeped out from around her eyes. 

One of my sci-fi nut cousins reckoned she looked like a G’ould. But we all knew what was going 

on. It was an open secret in our extended family that she was a warrior for natural time. Back when 

we were kids she’d always been on NQ news. An eco-warrior of the north was our Gran. Now she’d 

morphed into a shiny, an advocate for Daylight Savings resistance.  

When Gran was told in the first week of 2029 that all her clocks had to be set to the new 

Canberra Time you could almost hear the cogs in her mind synchronize for the coming battle. But it 

became downright ugly when Queenslanders started being busted by the newly created Federal 

Time Marshals for time cheating. 

My Gran had a theory that if we took away the sunshine, Australia would no longer be the 

lucky country many took it to be. She always had lots of crackpot theories. Maybe it was all that 

heat and sunlight in the north. Or maybe it was a family thing. Our family had lived in ‘The 

Towers’ since the heady days of the goldfields of the 1890s. If lack of sunlight on skin can bring 

about a Vitamin D deficiency, then who knows what genetic aberrations five generations of direct 

sunlight will have.  

The Canberra crackdown had the feisty old girl not only refusing to turn forward her clocks 

the mandated hour, but also saving daylight. My shiny Gran—defender of sunshine. Within each 

hour of daylight is a finite, measurable amount of sunshine, the essential element of daylight that 
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controls the pace of time. These northern time warriors would not be told by a bunch of Canberra 

suits when the sun rose or set.  

After all these years away from north Queensland it felt strange to be returning. The deep 

north of Queensland has always had a pull on my family. Joining the southern ‘time feds’ had 

seemed a betrayal at the time, yet my Gran always supported me. Why? I’m not sure. All I knew 

was that as my Time Marshall team and I flew up the east coast of Queensland heading for 

Townsville, an overwhelming sense of inconsistency washed over me.  

Flying tightly around the back of Mt Stuart, we descended sharply using the curving Ross 

River as our guide into the northern capital, screamed across the suburbs of Rasmussen, then 

Heatley and touched down at the RAAF base at Garbutt on Cleveland Bay. Looking through the 

window I could see the mud and mangrove tidal flats alongside the runway. No beaches here, no 

surf here, just tepid sea with jellyfish, crocodiles and goodness knows what other critters that could 

sting you and eat you. And yet I knew I was home. 

I was rather taken aback at the strength of the emotional response. It was my decision all 

those years ago to ‘go down south’ as soon as I could. But here I was. Back again. Although now I 

had a job to do which involved my Gran up in Charters Towers, and I knew it would have to do 

with this gnawing sense of inconsistency I couldn’t shake. It was the family knowledge that cause 

and effect doesn’t necessarily travel in the one direction that had me leave in the first place. I found 

it hard to get my head around at the time. And yet it is the reason I was attracted to the Federal 

Directorate of Time.  

My Gran, she knew. Always seeing in people their future, before they did themselves.  

When my Federal Time Marshal team and the local Queensland Police burst through Gran’s 

front door on that first bright Sunday morning of Spring 2029, we were first hit with an 

overpowering smell of food that had rotted well before its expiry date, followed by a blinding burst 

of sunshine. My Gran’s sunshine hoarding was so obvious. You couldn’t miss it. It was all over the 

house. Drawers overflowing with it. Cupboards full. A spare room packed to the rafters with 
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sunshine. Boxes of it stacked in the hallway and under the beds. And all her curtains faded from the 

inside. 

If they were going to take away an hour, then Gran would bank up what was rightfully hers. 

Gran had compensated for what had been taken from her by Federal intervention with her own rebel 

sunshine bank. And there, sitting on her favourite, blue-patterned sofa, wearing her standard drop-

waist floral dress, wearing huge welding glasses with her one crooked front tooth showing through 

an impish grin, was my now teenage Gran. Her internal body clock reversed from living for so long 

within her own sunshine state.  

“You all thought I was just saving it in my mind, didn’t you? Boxes in my head.”  

She had checkmated me again. My White Queen living backwards while I could but look on 

like Alice. 

“Well, you can all go and get synced.” 

My Gran. Always with the last word. 
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